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CHANGING WEATHER BROUGHT the glimmers of spring to rapid halt as winds
to
so. miles per hour heralded in a snow-fall of approximately six inches, the
wanter's worst for Cheney. Wind damage around campus included two toppled trees near
Monroe ball and a shattered window in Patterson. Braces bold up the remaining panes of
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BSU Black Week Honors
Militant Angela Davis
Plans are being formulated for the Black Student Union's third
annua l Black ~ eek, to be dedica ted to the name of Angela Davis,
the black m1htant presently awaiting trial in California on
charges of conspiracy and murder.
With a schedule of events a1nounting to a total cost of $21 900
the BSU has firm commitments for $13,600 in dona tions.
' '
Black Week this year is
scheduled for April 12-17 a nd
will bring, if enough money is
ra ised , such guests as Nat·
J ackson, Nathan Ha re and
Rendetta J ones, a mong other s,
to speak about black society,
and
black entertainers Lou
April 19-24, " National Peace
Rawls
and Buddy Miles.
Action Week," is the date of a

•
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Paper ·.Done
The Easterner will not be
printed next week, due to the
contract between the paper and
the printers.
The next scheduled issue will
be during the first fall week of
spring quarter, April 7.
S'! :de::t: whe have !!geed up
for The Easterner staff will
meet ln The Easterner office,
second floor of Isle Union
Building, the second class day
of spring quarter, March 31.

Investigation
Of Fieldhouse
·Incident

The purpose of Black Week, said
BSU member Leonard Whaler, is
" to make the people in Cheney and
Eastern Washi ngton- in the
United States-aware of the
struggle the black people are
going through.''
"It is an educational thing," SENATOR MARK HATFIELD (R-Ore .) will speak here tomorrow at 7
said Art Sullivan, BSU acting co- p.m. in the F ieldhouse. A war critic, Hatfield is also a proponent of
cbairman. " If the institution here
student involvement in government.
won't educate the people, the BSU
will."
The Associated Student Council
last week allotted $6,600 from
student funds to go directly
towards Black Week, with an
" We should not tolerate a Oregon, was elected in 1966 to the
a dditiona l $3 ,000 a dded to sys t em t hat capri ciously United States Senate, where be
Activities Vice President Herb requisitions two years out of the joined the younger members of
Jones' budget for Black Week lives of some youths while t he Rep ubli can party in
activities.
allowing the majority their progressive attitudes toward the
problems of the space age.
Added to Jones' committment liberty.''
for $3,000 from bis existing budget
U. S. Senator Mark Hatfield (RSenator Hatfield's most recent
( pri or to the a ddit iona I Oregon), author of these words proposal is the American Forestry
allotment ), the committm
- en-t- ~c-o-ncerning tbe present system of Act. This bill, which will be
from A.S. stands at $12,600. The military conscription, has been introduced in the next session of
administration,
through
the contracted to speak at Eastern's Congress, is designed to stimulate
Lyceum Committee's speaker and Fieldhouse tomorrow from 7 to 9 the development of recreation
entertainment budget, bas p.m.
areas and timber lands on small,
promoised $1,M for a total of
Abolishing the draft by the private landholdings close to
$13,600 guaranteed fol!' Black creation of a volunteer army and urban centers.
Week.
the elimination of wasteful
Speaking out in an article on
To raise the additional $7,300 spending in the military budget United States relations with
needed for the planned activities, have been two of the Senator's China, Hatfield said:
Sullivan said, the BSU 'will try to main goals. These cfmcems were
"We have . outgrown the era
sponsor dances, solicit more summarized in the McGovernwhen we could rely on our sheer
donations from on campus and off, Hatfield Amendment to End the
power and military strength to
a nd try to get some of the War.
keep peace and to compensate for
speakers and entertainers to come
"I am convinced that the only
to Eastern for less money than solution to our problem is the an inadequate understanding of
abolition of the drait and ihe the world."
they are currently asking.
He concluded, "Perhaps the
''The BSU invites all return to _a voluntar~ military,"
greatest
threat to peace does not
departments in this education says the Senator.
lie
in
the
world's vast arsenals,
institution to attend Black Week,"
Hatfield, former s tate
Sullivan said. "Our purpose is to representative, Secretary of but in our ignorance of each
make the peopJe aware."
State, and then Governor of other."

A confrontation at the
Fieldhouse Saturday night
following the intramural
championsh~p game is being
investigated by the Spokane
County prosecuter ' s office,
reported Cheney Police Chief
George Berg.
The incident took place
following a 81-79 win for the
Palmer's over BSU. Hostilities
erupted when a black .coed
accused the scorekeeper for the
Palmer's of cheating.
The scorekeeper, also a
women, denied the accusations
and called for her husband, a
Palmer's team member, for help.
It is at this point differences of
·opinion occur on what happened.
The black coed accused the
husband of bitting her in trying to
remove bis wife from the scene.
The coed told HSU team members
she bad been bit and immediately
the group went to the equipment
room where the woman and her
husband were.
The door was locked and
attempts were made by some to
break the door in. Officers from
the Cheney Police Department
,a nd Campus Police confront-ed the
group and a complaint was made
by the coed.
The parties involved were then
asked by one of the officers to go
down to the Cheney Police station
where the investigation continued.
A witness at the scene said
complaints would be drawn up
against the man involved.
A program seller at the scene,
Chuck Toste, saw the situation this
way: "I was selling programs in
the hall when a black girl came up
and grabbed this white girl. The
black girl started asking questions
and yelling at the white girl. The
white girl yelled for her husband
and he came over and jumped
between the two and escorted the
girl to the equipment room.
"He did not hit the black girl,"
Toste said.
The black coed and other
witnesses were unavailable for
comment at press time .

Hatfield Speaks At Eastern

...
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SMC.Backs
'Peace Week'

proposed "anti-war fair" now
being developed by the Student
Mobilization Committee at
Eastern .
The tentative schedule of events
includes a talk by Ken Kirkpa trick
on his coming visit to Paris a nd a
history of the war in Vietnam.
Kirkpa trick is the peace education
director for the American F riends
Service Committee in Seattle , and
..... is to be on campus all day for
visitation to classes.
Other plans include films from
the government a nd the American
F riends Service Committee, along
with a possible debate with
members of the American Legion
in Spoka ne . A pa nel discussion on
the draft 2.1. d appeals by a
counselor, CO, a nd a vetera n is
also being planned.
This is to be Eastern's par-t-in
the National Peace Action
Coalitio n , a myr i ad of
organizations including the SMC.
The highlight of the week will be
marches in San Francisco

,c.;.

glass in Patterson, after winds forced the fram ing to bow inwards, dropping one pane to
the floor two stories below. Then the snow came and covered what had promised to be an
early spring.
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BOMBS NO HELP
The senators bomb the Vietnamese,
so the radicals bomb the senators.
Poetic justice, perhaps, but when the
situation is reversed, the radicals call
foul, and the poet suffers a travesty of
justice.
If it is fair for the self-styled
revolutionaries to bomb the Senate
building in Washington, D.C., or a
science research lab in Wisconsin, or
an ROTC building in Seattle, then, by
the ·same perverted logic the radicals
use, it is fair to set the FBI loose with
wiretapes on suspected subversives in
New York, to suspend a communist
philosopher in Los Angeles for
preaching subversive ideas, or to hold
kangaroo courts in Chicago.

...

It is not a fascist peculiarity to
want to protect one's own interests. If
a man's home is in danger of being

bombed, he has a right to seek
protective measures.
The danger comes from the overlap
the protective measures create. The
revolutionaries, in trying to tear
down that which the majority of the
people do not want to give up, even
though there may be changes
necessary to preserve it, have
alienated their former allies by
bringing about conditions of
repression that will hurt them all.
Not all who are sympathetic to the
need for change in the society are
willing to enter into open warfare
with it.
But the very things which suould
change the most will only be
furthered- and somewhat
jusitifiably- in reacting to the
climate the revolutionaries' bombs
have induced.

Guest Column

BOT SEAT SOUGHT
from the offic• of

A.S. President
The A. S. President should
have the lawful right to express
his opinions and those of the
students of Eastern during
sessions of the Board of
Trustees. He doesn't. To secure
this right the President must be
given an ex-officio seat on the
Board.
As the law now stands, the
Board of Trustees, which
consists of five members
appointed by the Governor,
must conduct all regular
business at meetings open to
the public. At these meetings
the A. S. President and the
Faculty
Organization
President are hosted as guests
only, and take no active legal
part in the transaction of
business. If the A. S. President
is given speaking privileges, it _
is only a favor granted at that
particular session, and can be
retracted at any time. He has
no regula r voice in any matte r.
The ex-officio title would
give the A. S. President all the
duties and rights of regular
members-except the vote.
"I think that it is a good idea
to try and gain ex-officio status·
(for the A. S. President) and sit
in on the Executive Sessions,"
says Doctor Daryl Hagie, Dean
of Students. It is against the
law to go into Executive
Session to conduct regular
business. However, tHe Board
of Trustees circumvents this

New Math

law by negotiating and making
decisions in Executive
Sessions, then simply
formalizing these actions at the
regular public Board of
Trustees meetings. If the
President had an ex-9fficio seat
on the Board of Trustees, he
would be admitted to these
Executive Sessions.
Those opposed to giving the
A. S. President the ex-offico
seat might argue that the
President would be making
decisions which directly affect
him as a student. However, U.
S.
Senators
and
Representatives make
decisions which · affect the
citizenry, and they are citizens
themselves. By the same
token, do you deny the student
president (a "citizen" of the
college community) an exofficio vote in Board of
Trustees matters merely
because he is a college
"citizen?"
The ex-officio seat would
open up new routes of
communication between
Eastern students and East~rn
trustees ; it would secure for
the student president the right
to a voice in matters of student
we lfare. In the long runk this
change might even be a
stepping stone to the greater
goal of voting privileges for the
A. S. President on the Board of
Trustees, as proposed by
Governor Evans.

·-·-lttHNIH-IMltlNIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIININlltttllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIINIINNllttllll-lMtlllltll-lllllllllllllNINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMltlllllUtll!

tetters to the En11ditrnror·--------1-

Editor,
It's with a light sense of
embarrassment that I write to
correct a few misunderstandings
in your excellent article on draft
counseling.
However, for the record: The
National Office of the Selective
Service System issues directives,
not the Defense Department,
whose function it is to inform SSS
of manpower needs for the year
ahead (subject to change); SSS
then sends directives to State
Headquarters, which irt turn sends
memoranda to their local boards.
Conscientious Objectors are not
"investigated" upon claim of this
status: what happens is that a
registrant requests Form 150 (CO)
from bis board, fills it out and
returns it within 30 days. Rarely
will a board grant CO status
without talking to the man. Thus,
usually within about 60 or 90 days
from bis initial request the
registrant, using the Appeal
Process, appears before bis local
board to attempt to ex-plain
himself and to answer questions.
If again refused, the registrant
asks that his file be sent to the
State Appeal Board for review.
If his claim is upheld, the
registrant must then work two
years of alternative civilian
service for some non-profit
agency. (He receives wages but
there is no profit on his work.) As
you can see, there is no
investigation, but there is a n
exploration of ideas on the board's
part.
And it isn' t true that the stigma
against CO' s is what it used to be.
True, a man better not look
forward to working for the federal
government if he has been a CO;
otherwise, the limitations are
becoming less and less. How could
it be otherwise when there are a
minimum of 40-50,000 Co's in this
country, with most of them
coming from middle-class homes.
A lot of parents, teachers, and
even ministers are learning about
the meaning of conscie nce from
this society's young men.
As to 20-30,000 men leaving the
U.S. yearly- no. You can do some
addition yourself, because the
figures below are all publicly
available : 52 out of 1000 in the
military (about 5 M in the
military) desert yearly. In civilian
life the Justice Department is
presently prosecuting over 4,000
cases of draft refusal.
This does not include those
thousands who refused induc tion

IThe Doctor's Bag I
I
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Address letters to Dr. Arnold
~ Werner, Box 974, East Lansing,
; Mi. 48823

..
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QUESTION : I have heard
i that many women doctors take
- birth control pills continuously
without intervening periods
and that the only reason for
having periods when on the pill
is a psychological one .
~
If I go for two months
w·thout a period I feel a little
- t. ,.•d a nd draggy. Is this
! ps)'r-hosumatic?
~
1 don't wa nt to be doing

I

_:;:!_~-

~==:_:_:

rn. ·thi11g foolish but would ve ry
nu c. h like to avoid periods.

'ISWER : Hmm, now tha t
i'' L m, ~ ·on ·t I've never asked
i_
any c,f r Y women colleagues
!
wh I
th t. v
d o a bout
.nc,.1l,rn,•nn1,tin,
The •:ason fo r inducing a
~
period
while on the pill is
!
primarily
psyche logical, but I
i
i don't know if people have
I.
investigated thP tong-term
effect of continua! use of the
pill.

I
-

I
I

I
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Going for two months
without a period shouldn't
effect the way you feel under
usual circumstances. Your
problem may be more complex
and consultation with your
gynecologist would be._wise
before you decide to take the
pill in 3 way other than he has
prescribed.

i
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QUESTION : We a re told tha t
we shouldn' t let raw meat
which has been frozen thaw and i
the n be refrozen again. Is this 1l
true? If i~ is true they why?

ANSWER : Assuming that no 11
bacte ria l contamination of the I
food has take n place, there is ;
no harm in eating foods that
have been thawed and refrozen.
Ho~~,A
··~r •• iin yv;;:,.:,
"'""~~1·"'-tn
A
" \.,V\., I
t.ll \.,
the taste will ~uffe r .
J \,

J ;;:,

.....
~ ..
.... Q ..

Whe n foods a re frozen
commerci~lly, they are frozen
very rapidly a t very
tempe ra tures resulting in
minima l ice crysta) forma tion.

lowj

Utltl-
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because their boards did not
accord the m due process, nor
those who drop out of sight, nor
the 10-20,000 presently in Canada .
The Selective Service Panel of
Attorneys in San f ranc isco
estimate tha t a bout 75,000 refused
in·du c tion be tw ee n 1967-69

(nationally)
and
that basis, to be positioned in an
approximately 10 per cent of those . unoccupied area, without regard
called in 1970 refused. The to creed or organization. The idea.
Oakland Induction Station gets of placing tables in the hallways
promote
less than half of those called. As I would seem to be
say, you add it up.
discussions and expose passing
I often wonder if it is Divine students to material and ideas
Retribution that we have sent our they would not o(•!er wise
young men to Southeast Asia, to a encounter.
peasant land, with our technology
SMC has been setting up a table
of terror, and that so many of . in the PUB on a regular basis all
them have returned as drug users? quarter. The table position when
Virginia Chambers the Marine recruiters were here
Draft Counseler was the same as it has been for
several weeks. But SMC did not
complain when the recruiters
placed theirs next door. Rather,
Editor,
they engaged in a kind of debate
Roses are red,
which one of the Marines later
Bruce Ellis is yellow
admitted was " polite, everyone
Let me in the ring with Clint
having a turn to speak, and unlike
And He'll come out like Jello.
other campuses.''
I don' t mean to be proud
In the future if the Marine
I don't mean to boast
recruiters feel the need for
Put me in with Herb Jones
protection from SMC , perhaps the
He's the one I want most.
three persons who wrote last
Only because of high respect for week's letter could assist them in
the charitable organizations of finding a quiet, obscure spot to
this country can I offer myself as peddle their noisy, unmannerly
a sacrifice at the merciless hands war.
of "Killer Klint," our illustrious
Jim Kjeldsen
A.S. President. It is with great
SMC member
reservations that I volunteer
myself for this suicidal mission.
Not only does mister Hill have a
height and reach advantage over Editor,
me but has also started training
I fail to unders tand the
one week earlier tha n I.
distinction between Continental
Not only would a match of this Can, Westinghouse, and the
nature be a money maker for Marine Corps as put forth last
charity, but a great morale week in a letter to the Editor by
booster for the entire school. Epperson , Demeinhart, and
Knowing of mister Hill's deep Lyons.
concern for the charities of this
I read as if the implication 'w as
community I feel assured he will that these organizations could be
be more than willing to accept this grossed together in the same
alternate proposal to the Hill-Ellis category. It can't be done. The
fight. I have obtained a trainer a nd Can company makes excellent
am now goi ng into a strict routine cans to be sure. The Westinghouse
of training immediately. I sha ll company
makes
fine
also release reports on the refrigerators. But to say that the
progress of my tra ining, Marine Corps builds quality men
predictions, and poetry at periodic is to stretch the analogy a bit.
intervals until the time of our
The Major at the recruiting
fight. (Presumably the beginning table last week attempted to
of spring quarter.)
convince me that the Marine
Looking forward to the Corps does produce fine men. As
possibility of a--de-ci-sion over evidence, he
mister Hill, I would like to of fer a done literature portraying men in
challenge to "Hurricane Herb action- climbing · into bombers,
Jones," The money from this bout dropping napalm bombs on
could also go to charity.
villages, shooting high caliber
Good Luck, Mister Hill! !!!
rifles at other men , etc. Later , I
Terry Kelly watched two movie s in which
villages WP.re again bombed ( in
technicolor ), me n dressed in Viet
Cong uniforms were shot down,
Editor,
a nd Marine buddies stood with
It is inevitable tha t when the a rms clasped around each other's
apathy on the Eastern campus is shoulders, jumping up and down,
disturbed, some people will rise in and shouting " Kill- Kill- Kill! "
indig na tion. Such is the case with The same Major even issued an
the three men who disliked the unori einal Al Cann tritism. " Mv
SMC confrontation with Ma rine count; y, right or ~ ~ong ! '' ·
~
recruiters. At the end of their own
The point I wish to take
",Prejudiced tirade" in last week' s contention· with here is that the
~ aste rner , they ask who assigns quality of an inorganic substance
table positions in the PUB?
cannot be compa red to the quality
Ta bles have traditionally been of an organic substance as
placed on a first-come fir st-place
( Continued on p age 8)

Jones Boy Next

Marines Canned

Marines Land

'

I
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Volunteer Bureau Active
by Eleanor Diener
St"ff Writer
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Food Stamp program in Spokane
also get a share of his time.

Brother love is more than
something to sing about for many
students according to reports
from Charlotte Haynes, director
of the new Campus Volunteer
Bureau.
The bureau, sponsored by
Associated Women Students has
placed Volunteer workers in many
organizations in the area and
many opportunities are still
available for people who want to
do service work.
"The thing that's interesting is
bow much the volunteers enjoy
what they are doing. It's a
reciprocal thing. One of our
busiest volunteers is Bill Wilson
and he seems to enjoy what he's
dolng very much." says Mrs.
Haynes.
Bill "Moose" Wilson is an exMarine who was seriously
wounded when his heliocopter was
shot down in Viet Nam. Now a full
time student, ''Moose'' might
come close to being a full time
.---- --u
von1lmurnnitlte?ieliTr---.- - - - -- - - -"I was involved in the Big
Brother program in Seattle. I
liked that," Wilson says. "Here, I
work at the Antonian school with
the kids. I supervise a swimming
night when we take them to the
Gonzaga pool. I also have a Scout
troop out there and I think the kids
respond to me pretty well. These
kids have problems that need
special help. It's hard to get them
to even talk sometimes. Now when
I drive in out there and give them
a blast on my horn they run out to
meet me."
'
Wilson also records text books
for blind students "That's a great
job. The blind students are
fantastic in how they accomodate
to their handicap," he says. The
Public Assistance bureau and the

Terry Hill, brother of AS
pre sident Clint · Hill, has
volunteered to be a Boy Scout
leader at the Antonian school.
"The fellow I'm going to work
with and I start making our plans
Monday. I'm looking forward to
it." Hill is a former Eagle Scout
and plans to put that experience to
use.
Another student, Jeannette
Hansen, who likes cooking and
housekeeping, "has been a
tremendous help to the Antonian
school with her volunteer efforts,"
says Mrs. Haynes. "We find out a
s tu d en t' s i n t e re s ts a n d
]ll!]flz,
' J.b~., ,.
experiences and try to fit the
volunteer to the job."
SOON TO BE A RELIC of the past, pre-registration lines may fall by the wayside if Registrar Don Manton' s
This summer's activities at com.puterizecl registration proce~s is adopted. Under the proposed system, students would complete the ·
Lakeland Village will include a registration process simply by filling out a form (and, of course, paying their money).
Special Olympics ~ames
program. Ronald Adams and other
students will be involved in
planning this special event with
the retarded children at Lakeland.
''There are so many people
ifin"VffiO~h111·e~d-in-jobs--but-the.r-e-ar-e-lots- -a-,'111111~~~a-'4W,--tl--a--.•.a-•_.~.__.__---1•~•1-1LJ1~!1111Liyr- _.L ~l!!IL~~~~_._~ _ __:__ _ __
of places for more volunteers,"
who will make the necessary
says Mrs. Haynes. "We need
Eastern now has a 35 to 45 per
by Gina Tansy
Copy Editor
chariges on the master schedule. cent drop-add rate. At WSU, under
people with library experience and
people to fill out forms for the
A computerized registration These include adding and the computer system, only 8 ~r
cent of the student body go
elderly among other things. One of
method planned to begin in the fall cancelling classes where needed.
Course request cards are then through drop-add.
our people, Rex Stoffer, is doing
of 1972 will give students a much
The system- is -used-at manytutoring for the Public Assistance
better chance of getting the run through agam on the-modified
office. Other help is needed
1a r g er schools where a
classes they want the first time master schedule.
A final schedule is given to registration method such as the
around, and will only take about
there."
each student the next day , at one now in use at Eastern "w.ould
Mrs. Haynes, enthusiatic about
15 minutes of each student's time.
student support of the bureau,
Don Manson, registar, said that which point he is officially mean mobs and mass conftision. ' '
· says, "With paying part-time jobs
"I'm pushing the idea now
the system which is now in use at registered. If he did not get a class
harder to find I think more young
Washington State University has he requested, the reason will be because Eastern is still relatively
people will do volunteer work. It
had 88 per cent success in giving indicated on his schedule.
small. We should intiate the
"The computer will try 9,999 system before we are pressured to
gives them the experience and
students their desired classes.
poise they will need when they do
"It will be a supply and demand times to produce a usable sched,ale do so," Manson said.
He presented the idea to the
get permanent Jobs."
system," said Manson. That is, if for each student before it gives
The bureau office is presently on
enough students request a class, up," 5:&id Manson. "If a student Academic Deans last week, and
the second floor of the PUB but another section of that class may indicates alternates on his course will present it to the Department
they hope to move into an· office
be added. If too few request a request card, his chances are heads this week . Next quarter
where they c~n have a telepho~e.
class, it can be dropped from the increased to 92 per cent for Mansort plans to visit the dor~s
success."
to get the studt:1its' response.
curriculum that quarter.
11..IHlftlNIIHHIIIHllllllllffllllHIHltlltllNMltlllNIIIIIIIIIINfllffllllllllltHtllllllNt11NllttlllllttlllllllfftHIIIIIINNllfllllNllllflMIHltlMfflllll'"I
Everyone has an equal chance
under · the computer system,
·Manson said. All 6,000 of Eastern's
students can be processed in one
day. Instead of the timeconsuming packet fill-out, all the
! Elections for Associated Student executive offices for
registrant fills out is a course
1971-72 will be held April 14 and 21, with filing for those 1. request card.
Operating since last spring disputes for which there are not
A course offering sheet similar
offices open from 8 a.m. to March 31 to 5 p.m. April-7.
=
quarter
as an ad hoc group, the other grievance procedures.
to the present quarter schedules
I A.S. Vice President Bruce Ellis said candidates should
The committee was only a
human
rights
committee of the
will be distributed prior to
apply in his office, third floor of the PUB. Campaigning is
temporary
unit, however. Now,
"course request day." With the Academic Senate has been made
restricted until after filing opens.
i help of his advisor, the student into a standing committee of that the oid aa noc committee, chaired
by Dr. Stanley Robinxn, professor
•
In addition to the five executive offices, eight positions.on ! , will fill out the card, preferably body.
of math, will become a permanent
=
I indicating alternates, class· bouts
I the A.S. Legislature will be open, Ellis said. Legislature !
The committee was formed last group within the structure of. the
pref
erred,
times
of
the
day
he
can
1
spring after campus disturbances
i seats are numbered by district including On-campus, Offnot possibly schedule classes, and followed the expansion of the war Academic Senate.
Campus Cheney, and Spokane.
"I assume it would require new
like information. The computer in Southeast Asia into Cambodia.
Primary elections will take place April 14, with the finals
will give him a biographical data Its purpose was to investigate and organization," Dr. Robinson said,
sheet which he will correct or mediate in cases involving a referring to the new committee.
I the following week on April 21.
i
approve, thus eliminating the violation of human rights and to ''The ad .hoc committee will gO"Out
. . _ _ l f l l t...llllHHIHlllll'lltM...HHIIMIIIIMflllllllM_ltl_llfl_llllflllllHNINtll-lHHIIMlfllltlllltNIIHIIIIINIII.IIIIIJ
packet of cards. This information act as an arbitration board in of business and the permanent one
will take over."
is fed back to the computer the
same day. Listings are then made
of courses, applicants and the
The Rockwood Cl'inic has no number· of seats originally
The .abortion law of last
allocated for each course.
November stated that abortions in qualified physicians on the staff,
That evening, the computer's
the state of Washington are legal. and confirmation for future hiring
In Spokane, however, after four of such personnel has not yet been findings are presented at a
meeting of the department heads
months of considering the made.
possibility in each individual
hospital, there is just one
hospital-St. Lukes'- · that gives
abortions on·a regular basis.
An abortion at St. Luke's
Hospital costs around $300, which
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Abortions Still Scarce
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there, abortions will only be given
after extensive consoltation and
counseling with Social Workers.
At the Deaconess Hospital, they
are still holding special board
meetings to determine whether or
not they should perform abortions
at their hospital.
At Sacred Heart the only
abortions they will consider are
medically necessary ones, and
there is little possibility of future
change in the methods for
psychiatric reasons.
At Valley General Hospital the
situations in which abortions are
feasible are just rape, incest, and
theraputic abortions.
Holy Family Hospital retains its
status of never performing
abortions and most likely will not
in the future .

PUB Box 777
Campus Literary and Arts Magazine needs
contributions stories, essays., poems, photography, art work
lnnisfree will be published in book form,
photo-offset printing, proper copyrights.
Please submit materials signed and include
return address.

TEST PREPARATION
BOOKS

HEN there's so much
W
riding on the results, go
into that exam in complete

• Dental Aptitude Test
• Grad. Business
School Admission
control. Plan ahead with the
only study guides that ac· • law School Admission*
c"u'rately simulate the test
you'll soon face - in both • Medical Colle1e
Admission**
format and level of diffi.
culty. No clutter. No frills. • Miller Analogies Test
Just the facts you need to
pass. Confidence gives a • G.R.E. Aptitude Test
big edge.
• NTE Common Exam
Insist on Quallty
• Reg./Grad. Nursin1
Insist on Cowles
School Admission
8JhHxll "• Paper •*$4.95 **$4.45, all others $3.95 each
See these and many otners at
your local bookstore

COWLII BOOK COMPANY, INC.
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Dorm Prices To Remain.

Dorm fees will not be raised at
Easterrt next year, even though
they will be at other schools, it
was revealed at a meeting of the
president's task force on student

Survey Shows
Cheney's Needs
People Interested in Cheney
(PIC), a group formed to help
better the community, has
recently finished a survey on what
problems are facing Cheney,
according to Dr . Steven
Christopher, chairman of the
survey administration committee.
The survey was conducted by
residents of Cheney and by
Eastern students. PIC tried to
interview one person from each
household, including college
students living in apartments. Dr.
Christopher said at least 70 per
COMIN~ TO EASTERN for a day of recreation, these and about 33 cent of the community had been
other children were guests Saturday of the recreation department's contacted
Water problems, sewage,
therapeutic recreation class. The children were treated to lunch and a
housing
and pollution were some
day of activities at the Fieldhouse, including a swim and games. The
of
the
areas the survey was
project was carried out in cooperation with the Spokane Recreation and
~oncerned with. All the material
Park Department.
gathered can be used to show solid
figgre~ .. to tb~ City Council w.hen
improvements are to b..e__nu1.d.e.,__h_e....
added. The survey will also
benefit business men of the
Claiming
discrimination were openings in District 81. "
Carpenter's job, Dr. George Cheney area by letting them know
because he is a police officer,
student John Carpenter has sent a said, went against the college's why so many people go to Spokane .
letter to Dr. Philip George, standing rule that student to do their shopping.
The material was sent to Seattle
associate professor education, teachers are not allowed to work
berating Carpenter's assignment more than 10 hours per week. to be analysed. There will be a
'' Anything over this needs public meeting at the Cheney City
as a student teacher to Spokane
special
permission,'' he said. Hall on March 29, 1971, to
School District 81, rather than
Argonne Junior High School, "Work on weekends is okay, since announce the results of the survey.
where a course in criminology is that does not usually interfere Dr. -Christopher said anyone is
with class work. But I object when welcome to attend.
being offered.
When the results are back , the
"If I am not permitted to have the student teacher works
second step of the program will
the best student teaching evenings during the week."
Carpenter said he would quit his start. Individual studies will be
experience possible, I must
change my future plans to job with the police department in made on the problems. These
eliminate teaching as a potential order to student tea·ch, regardless studies will take about a year,
according to Dr. Christopher.
career," Carpenter said in the of where he is sent.
"
The
only
conclusion
I
can
draw
After the studies have been
letter which went to Deans· Grant
Thomas, Daryl Hagie and Phillip from your bitter stand is that you completed, PIC will try to put
Marshal , President Emerson have something against me as a their findings into action. Dr.
police office r ,"
Carpe nte r Christopher said. " Eventually the
Shuck, and the Board of Trustees.
Carpenter said he requested bis charged, "or you resent the fact whole project will help solve the
student
teaching assignment, that law enforcement personnel problems facing Cheney."
required of all education majors, are now becoming educated,
be completed at the Spokane cau sing a cha nge in your
Valley· school, where his pr ec on ce iv e d con ce pt of
experience as a police officer on policeme n.' '
Dr. George said that at the
the Spokane Police Department
wou}d be valuable as an instructor time the assignments to areas
were made, the potential teachers
in the criminology class.
A variety of art exhibits is being
Dr. George rejected the request, were not considered by individual.
"I didn't know Mr. Carpenter at planned for the rest of the school
Carpenter said, primarily because
year, said Karin Fladwed,
Carpenter was working 40 hours that time, " he said.
Because
of
the
education
director of the new PUB gallery .
per week, "even though the police
The gallery is a room located on
department had arranged my department's new two-quarter
program for student teachers, the left of the building a s a person
hours to fit student teaching."
Dr. George, contacted after there were an abundance of enters the PUB from the main,
release of the letter, replied, " We available positions in district 81 front door.
The goal of the gallery is to
don't give any student within for spring quarter, the qua rter
after
the
two-quarter
student
present
a spectrum of the art
driving distance of Cheney the
available in the Inland Empire,
prerogative of chosing the school teachers left.
Dr. George said he just picked Miss Fladwed stated. For this
nor the teache r he wants to work
those students who wanted to reason seve ral of the exhibits are
under.
"At the time of Mr. Carpenter 's teach junior high to fill positions, from the Spokane a rea while the
rest will be by Eastern students.
request, specific assignments had without looking at names.
"I did tell tim I would try to ge t
Following an e){hibit by student
not been maqe yet ; but general
him
to
a
junior
high
as
close
as
John Henry that lasts through
assignments had. He is a junior
high school teacher and there possible to Argonne ," Dr. George March 6, a show from Central
said, which would allow Carpente r Valley high school is planned.
to pa rticip~e in the criminology Barbara Buteux is the art
class as a visitor.
department head there.
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Student Teacher-5-ounds -Off-

Art Exhibits

Planned for PUB

9th Graders

housing planning last week.
" This will mean that Eastern
will not be able to build any new
dorms for at least two years, "
said Fred Johns, college business
manager.
" We have been talking to
private builders and h~ve assured
them they can plan on filling
Eastern's needs for additional
housing at least until fall, 1973,
said Russ Hartman assistant
manager.
Builders have been given the
option of using their own sites and
college land, but so far no one bas
been interested in using college
property, he said. The private
devele>pers claim they can
complete housing within six
months, if college enrollment
warrants the investment.
A 104-uni t apartment complex
will be started soon and will be
completed by September 1, said
Fred Heinemann, director of
auxiliary enterprises. The new

project is planned for a 4.5 acre
tract just west of Highway 904,
near the cement plant.
The builders, Brent Homes
West, Inc. , say they will provide
apartments for groups of single
students, and for married students
both with and without children.
Recreation facilities will include a
large swimming pool, badminton
courts, a clubhouse with sauna and
body building rooms, a kitchen,
and entertainment facilities and a
c4ildren' s play yard.
Other housing is being planned
and some is under construction.
" These projects are privately
financed , but we expect rates to be
reasonable," said Hartman .
The Cheney Park View married
~tudent housing near the campus
1s a federal rent-subsidy project.
The on-campus dorms have
federal interest-subsidy with the
college paying 3 per cent interest
and the Federal government
picking up the remainder.

Closure Proposed For
Sutton, SeniOr Halls
Should Sutton_ aIJ.d Senior, the
two oldest dorms on the campus,
e cosed·.
This question ·w as discussed at a
recent meeting of the president's
task force for student housing
planning.
''Closing of the two dorms would
result in considerable savings and,
furthermore, fire protection for
Senior Hall is inadequate ,"
claimed committee chairman
Russell Hartman.
Student representatives Tim
Williamson and Tom McCullough
did not favor early closing, saying·

Clem,e ns Speaks
Leonard Clemens, Spokane
area representative of . the
Veterans Administration; will
be on campus tomorrow to
discuss veterans benefits and
to help with any problems
veterans might have in
obtaining them.
Clemens said last month he
would be on campus the first
Thursday of every month.
He said he would ~ on
campus from 9 to 11 a.m.
Veterans who wish to talk with
him should cQntact the Federal
Affairs Clerk in the registrar.
"I spoke to 18 people last
month,'' Clemens said, "so
there is a need for ~e to come
out to the campus. I'm looking
primarily for guys with money
problems- not getting their
checks, or something like that.
But I'm willing to talk about
veterans's benefits in general
too."

the..y. had found student-s- r-ejected
the idea.
" The sma11 dorm, down on the
campus, close to the classrooms,
fills definite needs for a number of
people . Some · handicapped
students would find it impossible
to come to school if they could not
live in this kind of situation," said
McCullough.
" I canvassed Sutton and found
that the fellows liked it because of
the family atmosphere, · more
privacy and a better layout than
the newer dorms," Mc Cullogh
said.
Other committee members
agreed that it would be wise to
phase out the two dorms
gradually, not closing them m:itil
1973 or until they co'uld be
replaced with similar facilities. It
was suggested that occupancy of
Senior might be limited to the first
floor to lessen the fire hazard.
"EUROPEAN STUDENT TRAVEL"
EUROPE $245 Round Trip- large selection of dates. Study Tours and Language
Courses. Year Round St\tdent Servlc• .
Join Natlonal Union of Students Inc.
now for full benefits; Write or call for
full Information and brochure.
Campus Representative required: Apr.II·
cants for this flnanclally reward ng
position 1h1>uld mark env•lope "Pro•
gramme Co-Ordinator . All lnteersted
write to:
National Union of Students Trav•I
Service Inc.
Suite 911 , 159W. 33rd StrHt.
NEW YORK. N.Y. 10001 .
Telephone: (212) 565 1732 and
(212) 565 4199.
telex: 421437.
Office In New York, London, Paris, and
Dublln.

STUDENTS - Europe for Christmas, Easter or summer? Employment opportunities, charter
flights, discounts. Write for Information
(air · mail) Anglo
American A11ociation. 60a Pyle
Street, Newport I. W., England.

Exhil,it Art
An exhibit of children's ar t by
stude nts fro m k inderga r te n
through the ninth grade went on
display at Hargreaves Gallery
Monday.
The show, which will be on
exhibit through March 29, includes
tempera paintings, mobiles,
sculptures and c rafts. The
collection was assembled with the
assistance of Sara Hackendor n,
Bellevue School District; Sally
Spear Wenatchee P ublic Schools;
Shiriey Cross, Spokane District
No. 81, a nd Katherine Simms,
instr uctor in art a t Eastern.
Gallery hours are from 8 a .m. to
5 p.m . weekdays a nd from 2 to 5
p.m . on Sunday. The gallery is
closed on Saturdays.

JUDO 1300. WED . RING 1:10

PORTRAIT
OF PERFECTION
A beautiful Keepsake diamond
r ing. Permanently registered
and guaranteed against
diamond loss. A perfect
diamond of fine cut and color
... get the picture?

IN 1 IT

YOU?

Bill
Martin
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Smith

Jose Tortorelli

Bob w.-keley

Jewelers
408· 1st, Cheney, Wa1h.
PH. 235•6312
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"AN ARIZONA COWBOY," the drama department's Winter quarter production, begins
tomorrow in the rotunda on the second floor of Showalter. Admission is free to Eastern
students. Reservations, however, are necessary, and can be made by. calling 359-2459, or

Tight Economy Decreases Jobs For Students
and then buying expensive
how we are not yet sure."
Ronald Webber, placement machinery that does away with
With tuition costs steadily superivsor for the Washington labor. Farmers are not making
increasing as job opportunities State Employment Security the moneyJhey used to and have to
.wane, the college-student of here--Depattment, painted a similar job make a go of it without hiring
and now might well be standing on picture. Summer job opportunities outside help."
the brm1c of eaucational disaster if are never very good in this area,
Webber expressed concern over
the financial strain is not relieved. he said, and he expects this the extent to which industry is
Relief does not appear to be in summer to be "worse than usual." turning to automation, although
the offing, however, as authorities
The Forest Service does a good many people contend that
agree that the only sure thing deal of hiring for summer crews automation doesn't eliminate
about summer employment is that which are not basically for fire jobs- only changes the nature of
"there won't be much of it."
fighting although they must be them. " There may be somethiqg
The continual increase in the available for controlling small to that," Webber said, "but as we
cost ·of education bas been pretty brush fires and for building fire come -into more labor-saving
well stamped into the student- trails, he said. He also said thai it devices it would be a very good
body conciousness, and an might be too late to apply for these thing to lower the work week to
in v es ti g a ti on
into
job jobs· as hiring is usually done in spread the 'jobs around. If
opp~rtunities of . the surrounding February.
machines are going to do the work
area that was meant to lighten the
Much depends on what happens we'd best cut down the hours so
picture appears to have darkened in the next few months, Webber that everybody gets a share."
it- for employment in and around said, "If conditions remain in the
Yellowstone Park usually hires
Spokane is expected to be well same depressed state as now, it a good many students. These
~elow normal this summer.
will be tough for anyone to find applications are taken rather late
Gerald Persons, personnel work," he said, "but it may loosen and some of the jobs are
director of seasonal employment up."
attractive, but they don't pay very
for the city of Spokane, said that . Construction has been fairly much, Webber said. " These jobs
he expects employment in his area good, with carpenters working all can be a lot of fun for the kids a s
. of jurisdiction to be ~·pretty slim" winter, Webber said, and if it the work force is made up entirely
this summer.
should really take off in the spring of students-but they don' t pay
In a normal year, P ersons said, it could help to cha nge the enough money. It is definitely not
he receives about 4,000 student employme nt picture. " Ma ny a source of finance for the next
applications, out of which he hires students end up with construction yea r' s school-especia lly not with
b~tween 600-700 men in order to type jobs because it is pretty tuition going up a s it is," he said .
maintain a working crew of 400, as seasonal work and usually takes
The problem is aggravated by
quite a few leave for better jobs off about the ti:ne that students the fact that there a re so many
after having been hired. The are available," he said.
schools in the area, a nd Webber
Farm jobs are declining. In feels that "the re should be some
majority of these jobs a re with the.
park depa rtme nt, with hiring spite of the fact that this is a other source than what we already
starting in March and continuing farming community, there a re have"-possibly some kind of
through the summer.
fewer and fewer jobs of this type federal project that would give
City government, howeve r, is availa ble each year, said Webber . everyone who wa nts work at least
having financial problems, said Fa rmers in the a rea who used to a minimal job. " It's not only a
Persons, a nd seasonal hiring is prqvide summer jobs for small ma tter of economics," he said,
going to b~ closely watched with armies of unemployed students "but a matter of experience. If a
some jobs being eliminated. are now mechanizing to avoid student can' t find a job and doesn't
"There are certain things that hiring help.
get a ny work experience, it is a
have to be done," he said, " like
"Allotments are going down," disadvantage from a lot of points
sprinkling-the grass has got to be be said. "Farms are getting of view aside from the money."
watered or it's going to die-so bigger, with the big farmer buying
Dr. Neil Zimmerman, political
some jobs will ha ve to be filled. At out the little one who can't make it science instructor at Eastern,
this point we don't know which we
will fill and which we will try to
JOHN'S SHELL SERVICE
get by without fi lling."
Many who begin as summer
CHENEY
604 FIRST STREET
employees deve lop an interest in
city government and e1J·entually
Complete Auto Service On . . .
become permanent employees of
e c1 y, sat
ersons, likening
seasonal employment to a training
program.
He is very interested in the
seasonal job picture, he said, "but
at this time we know that the
strings have to be tightened on
employment- although where and
by Shirley Hepton
Staff Writer

head s
s ev e ral
int e rn
programs-some of which offer
well~paid jobs to politica science
majors. In a reeent interview Dr .
Zimmerman discussed federal and
state programs.
The Federal Intern Program is
a
summer employment
opportunity sponsored by the
fedejl government. This is a
paying job, and a civil service test
is g~nerally required, although it
may be waived for an applicant
with a grade average of 3.5 or
over.
" This is a regular program,"
said Zimmerman, " and we want
to establish specific relationships
with federal agencies so that their
employment of students wi l be
suitable as intern experience."
Whether or not this particular
feature is worked out, he said, the
fede ral progra m is a permanent
one which will continue to offer
summer employment to qualified
stude nts.
The P ublic Affa irs in tern
Progra m , s p o nsore d b y
Washington state, appears to be a

triple-header as far as reward
goes-paying off in expereince
college credits and cash- with a
beginning paycheck of $500. ·
Ted Wagner, who is with the
administrative office of the
Spokane food stamp program,
brought to light several new
rulings which are relevant to the
financial situation of the student.
Student loans and scholarships
are to be considered as resource
rathe r than income, Wagner said,
and will benefit the student.
Prepaid registration will no
longer be considered as an
expense, as has formerly been the
case. Any part of student income used
for school purposes will be
considered as deductible expense.
Wagner said that "overall the
various changes will pretty well
offset each other."
State employment programs for
students are all handled through
Ol ympi a acco rd i ng to a
s pokesman for t he State
Department of Personnel.

PH.OTOG RA PHY
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Hobby?
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Make it pay Apply for H ead Pho-t ographer

for The East erner
MUST KNOW LAB PROCESSING

·~

~
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•: BUDGET CLEANING •:

Show Here
Illustrations of children are
featured in a one-man show now
1 >pen in the Pence Union Building
art gallery.
Done in acrylics, the 15
illustrations are the work of John
H~nry, instructor in ;irt, and will
be~ on exhibit through March 5.
PUB Gallery hours are from 7
a.m . to 11 p.m. on weekdays, from
9 a. m. to llp.m. on Saturdays, and
Crom noon to 11 p.m. on Sunday.

:

(You Press)

:

:

4. Pounds $1.00

:

:

SUGGESTION:

9

Leave your school clothes to be cleaned during spring •
~reek and pick them up when you return.
•

•

:

: Maddux Dry Cleaners :

•e

409 First

(Next Door to Goofy's)

•e

••••••••••••••••••••••

-Cliarter Flights
March 30 to April 26
May 22 to June 12
June 9 to July 17
June 1 o
June 14 to Sept. 20
June 27 to July 25
July 3 to Aug. 16
July 9 to July 30
Jul y 17 to Aug, 14
July 21 to Aug. 11
July 24 to sept. 18
August 3 to Sept. 4
A u gu st 6 to Aug. 30
August 24 to sept. 13
Sept. 4 to Sept. 25
September 25

4 weeks
3 Weeks
6 weeks
One Way
14 weeks
4 Weeks
6 Weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks
3 Weeks
8 weeks
5 weeks
3 weeks
3 weeks
3 weeks
One way

London roundtrlP
London roundtrip
London roundtrlP
London to Seattle
London roundtriP
London roundtrlp
London roundtrlp
London roundtrlp
London roundtrlp
London roundtrip
London roundtrlp
London roundtrip
Frankfurt roundtP
Lond.>n roundtrlP
London roundtrlp
To London

$249
$249
$26S
$115

$289
$249
$269
$239
$249

I
I ------~--~--------------------------$239
$259

$249

$255
$229

$239

$120

Additional dates on request. Please calf!

MRS. HENRY STEINER

- ---

813 · 4th Street
Cheney, Washington 99004

..

235-4330

•
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Massengale New Coach?
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by Jeff Jordan
Sports Editor

i

After witnessing all of Eastern's 28 basketball games and
learning from Jerry Krause and Ron Raver that there is more to
- -- ----1b~a:t!Ssftket-bing pom s t rough the hoop, this column
would like to present to The Easterner readers its version of the
1970-71 Evergreen Conference all-star team.
Because of the abundance of outstanding forwards in the
league it was necessary to pick three fQr_~ward.s..at the front-court - - - · - - -positions.
-- - - - -----Mitch Adams, Central's 6-5 forward, is a choice not only for his
outstanding rebounding and scoring, but also the stability and
confidence he injects into the Wildcat team.
Gary White, 6-4 scoring a~e for Western, had a superb year for
the _co-champion Viks' . White was the difference in both of
Western' s narrow wins over Eastern, .scoring 52 points in the
games.
Leading the conference in rebounding and field goal
percentage, and third in scoring was Randy Buss, 6-5 forward
from Eastern. Labeled by his coach as the best driver he's seen
in small college basketball, Buss was named NAIA District I
player of the week twice and EvCo player of the week once.
The guards were very difficult to pick, but Oregon College of
Education's Bob Sisk is one of the finest. Sisk was second in
scoring and foul shooting in the conference and lead OCE to a 104103 upset over Eastern.
The other guard which may surprise some is Eastern's George
Gamble. The Oak Harbor native was by far the most accurate
Oiltside jump shooter in the conference and was second only to
Buss in field goal percentage. He also lead the league in foul
shooting (27-30) and was Eastern's top defensive player, always
assigned to the opponents leading offensive threat in back court.
If the list ·of all-stars was expanded to ten members Dave
Hayden, Eastern, Rudy Thomas, Western, Rich Hansen, Central,
Mel Farris, Oregon Tech.,,and Chip Tyson, Whitworth, would be
added.
In this list of all-stars only Gamble, Sisk, and Adams are
seniors, which promises Evergreen followers exciting basketball
again next year.

Savagettes Prep For Tournament

granted his leave of absence, Massengale's
appointment is not assured.
Neither Massengale nor Dr. Robert
Anderson would comment on the likelihood
of that appointment, but other indications
in the p.e. department make it seem
likely that the Board will be asked to
approve Massengale' s appointment.

Eastern football fortunes may be in new
hands if rumors that are circulating the
campus take place.
Though unconfirmed by official sources,
all indicators point to Dr. John Massengale
as next in line for the position of football
coach if the post is vacated by Brent
The most obvious indicator is
Wooten.
Massengale's office in the new p.e.
Massengale, defensive coach the last two
building. Apparently anticipating Wooten's
seasons for the Savages, will replace Brent
leave of absence next year, he has taken
Wooten contingent upon two factors.
over a large office similar in size to the
Wooten it was reported earlier applied
basketball coach's, track coach's and
for a sabbatical leave to work on his
athletic director's.
doctorate, but because of financial trouble
Massengale is a graduate of Northwest I
throughout the state sabbaticals are
Missouri State and received his doctorate
uncertain this year. Now Wooten is asking
from the University of New Mexico, where
for a leave of absence to work on his
he also was on the coaching staff of UNM.
doctorate and this must be approved by the
Wooten has been head coach at E~tern
Board of Trustees.
since .1967, replacing Dave Holmes, who
Secondly, the Board would have to
resigned to take a head coaching job at the
approve Massengale's appointment as
head football coach.
_ _ _ __lliioo~ity_-OJW~N-airb-~;)()tierr-s-tea:m"Sr--r- - 1
compiled a record of 11 wins, l8 l9sses, one
Although no one else appears to be under
consideration for the job if Wooten is
tie, and a conference co-champion in 1969.
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STILL UNBEATEN and defending national champions, the women's gymnastics team will enter the National
Women's Gymnastics Championships April 8-10 at Pennsylvania State University, University Park. The
women were victorious in the Northwest Championships last Saturday in Eugene. Pictured from left to right
are; back row, Annie Moorman, Janice Kato, and Sue Shimkle; front row, Janice Wilkes, assistant coach;
Jeanne Wayerski, Bonnie Kreuch, Velvet Latimer, Jeanne Bishop, and head coach Maxine Davis.

Gymnasts Corner Northwest Title
Eastern will enter five
competitors in the National
Women ' s
Gym-nasties
Championships April 8-10 at
Pennsylvania State University,
University Park.
Jeanne Wayerski, a Wenatchee
junior, lead the Savage team to
victory in the Northwes t
Collegiate
Women 's
Championship last weekend at the
University of Oregon, placing
second in all-around team
competition and securing a berth
in the national meet for the team
and for herself.

The Savagettes, Eastern's tournament, will be Western
undefeated women's basketball Washington.
Four graduating seniors will
team, is preparing for the
Northwest Women's Basketball play their final games in the
Tournament, March 9 at tournament next week. They are
Washington State University in Vicki Bodker, Vicki Hardie, Elma
Smith and Nancy Snider.
Pullman.
The Savagettes team leaders
Displaying the fast break and
The seven-member women's
are
Jane Job, who leads in scoring
ball control, the Savagettes
team,
which
won
the
trounced North Idaho J. C., 55-15, and assists for the season, and Dee
last week to extend the win record Stoneback, the team's top championship for the third year in
a row, scored 77.55 to top 14 other
to 12-0. (Last night Eastern hosted rebounder.
Whitworth but the score was--11ot-__.,..._,...._..._..._,,_..,.-.i.,."';;.-,;~9"'111r.,;....,...,...,...,.,....._.._..._..,..
available at press time).
The Savagettes are third seeded
in the tournament behind
Washington State University and
Montana State. Eastern's first
game of the three-games-per-day

Pacific Northwest schools. The
University of British Columbia
finished second with 73.10 and the
University of Washington took
third with 72.90.
Miss Wayerski, who qualified
bot,h as a team member and as an
individual, competed in all four
events, taking two first places,. in
vaulting and beam, and two third
places in free exercise and uneven
parellels. Janice Kato, Albany,
Ore., sophomore, also quali.fied

2 bedroom deplux units, sharing
students, reserve one for Spring
Quarter. All units fully carpeted,
drapes carport. All appliances

Including washer and dryer.
$140.00 • $150.00 per month.
Also NEW one bedroom apt.
units at $115 per month and
...;..- t"w\i bltidroom apt. units at

$135 per month. Come in or call
CHENEY REAlTY, INC.
235-6191
401 First St.
Ch9!t•Y, Wash.

RE.GULAR CHECKING-The higher your balance the lowe·r
your cost.
ECONOMY CHECKING-A cost of 1Oc a check, recommended
for someone who writes few. checks.
FIRSTLINE CHECKING-No service charge with $200 minimum in your account.

A WORLD OF

KNOWLEDGE
AT YOUR

OPEN 24 ·HRS. A DAY
POOL-BILLIARDS-GAMES
--HJ -NEW TABLES

$1.00

-SERVICEFIRST BANK CHECKING
ACCOUNT PLANS

FOR RENT

for the nationals as a team
member and as an individual.
Also winning berths in the
nationals were Susan D. Shinkle,
Spokane; Jeanne M. Bishop,
Kennewick, and Rose Ann
Moorman, Portland, Ore.

MAJOR BRAND

GAS 29.,~,a,.
Where?

C'C' A I I I r- r-anr-r.:)1:./"'\ I I LC-r I K:> I

·sAV-MORE CORNER

NATIONAL BANK

FRANCIS & NEVADA

Cheney Branch

WE NEVER CLOSE!

FINGERTIPS
Visit our Book Department
soon and browse t
our complete collection of
reference books such as Cliff
Notes, $1 ; Barnes· & Noble
Outline Series priced from
$1 to 2.95; quality Dictionaries including American
Heritage, New World and
Webster 7th priced from
7.50 to 12.50 and put a
world of knowledge at your
f ingertips.
BOOKS,

Downtown, Fourth Floor
Also Northtown & University
City
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Palmer's Down BSU In IM
Brian Palmer sank a 25 foot
jump shot with :09 left in the
overtime period to clinch a 81-79
victory for the Palmers in their
intramural championship contest
with the B. S. U.
The Palmers started the week

EVCO Finals
Set For Men
By Dan Monahan
Saturday Eastern's mens
gymnastics team competes in the
first annual Evergreen
Conference Championships at
Ellensburg, at 1 :00 p.m.
The prime contest will be
between Eastern Washington and
Central Washington. Oregon
College of Education has entered
some events but has only a partial
team, Savage coach Dennis
Lazaar said.
Eastern carries a 5-5 record into
the championships, including a 2-2
record in a series with Central's
ddcats.
The Savages lost a meet with
Washington S4lte University,
137.69 to 122, but vi~wed it as a
moral victory since it was the
highest score the team made all
year and against a very strong
team. Lazaar said.
''The boys are on a winning
streak and have really got the
momentum going for this one," he
said. "We'll do a pretty good job if
we can bring it all together."
"We expect John Stump (team
captain) our side horse specialist
to put in a strong. showing on the
side horse and the parallel bars.
"Eli Deberry, our number-one
all-around man, should add quite a
bit of strength to the total points.
"Chuck Hohner should do quite
will in long horse vaulting. He's a
potential national calibre vaulter
and is one of three team members
to qualify for the nationals March
20.
"Don Freeman, who suffered a
neck injury several weeks ago, is
still coming back. He entered
some events against WSU and we
expect him to add some important
points for us in the,EvCo meet.
''Max Vercruyssen is our
number-one ring man and he
should place quite well too.
"We should place at least one
man in the top three in each
event," he said.
So far three men have qualified
for the nationals, Hohner,
Freeman and Paul Jensen. If
money is available they hope to
compete in the NAIA national
championships at Natchitoches,
Louisiana, Marc'h 17 -20 .
Meanwhile, the rest of the team
will compete in the Pacific
Northwest Championship meet at
Vancouver, B. C., that same
weekend, Lazaar said.

out right by racking up 100 big
ones to Reunion's 48, and grabbing
a chance at the American League
Championship. Then the E . 0. B.
F.'ers defeated the Chow Chillians
87-79.
In the National League, B. S. U.
socked a 79-66 blow to the Gypsies,
while Bill's Tavern ousted the
Reds by a score of 95-69.
The American League semifinals playoff game saw the
Palmers over the E. 0 . B. F.'ers
96-51. B. S. U. received a forfeit
from Bill's Tavern, who had a
previous engagement at a
tournament in Canada that weekend.
So it was B. S. U. up against the
Palmers in the finale to the 1970-71
Eastern Intramural Program. The
Black Student Union gave the
undefeated Palmers a run for
their money and managed to bring
the contest into ever-time. But the
Palmers, led by Jim Fowler, bad
the balanced scoring attack
necessary to win Tbe final
score: 81-79. ·
B. S. U.'s Dave Lofton and
Erskin
Sturgis
showed
tremendous strength from the
floor. Lofton scored 41 points,
Sturgis 19. For the Palmers, high
scorers were Brian Palmer (19),
Jim Fowler (20), Eric Ellsworth
(15), Steve Brown (15), and Barry
Hollsinger (11).
Director in lhtramurals Randy
Auvil summed up the situation like.
this: "Both teams played a
tremendous ball game .. .ig was a
tremendous climax to a great
season. I'd like to commend both
teams on their sportsmanship.''

Track Funds OK
Plans for the resurfacing of
Eastern' s asphalt track to a
reslite surface were approved
by Board of Trustee last
Friday.
Arnie Pelluer, Savage track
coach, said the· track will be a
great benefit for the track
program and the scheduled
Women's National Track and
Field Meet. to be held this
spring.
As soon as weather permits
the track will be installed. Also
approved were adequate porta
pits for the pole vault and high
jump.

Women BB Title
Tonight At FH

Ross Biases

6-Mile At U.W
With snow falling and the
temp.erature at 35 degrees, three
Savage distance runners braved
the cold to run outstanding six
mile time
Washmgton last Saturday.
Joe Ross, Barry Jahn and Pat
Carey ran outdoors at Husky
Stadium smong a 25 ma n field.
Ross ran a best ever 29: 50 and
placed 7th, Jahn toured the track
in 30: 26 for 12th and Carey finished
in 33:26.

Charlie Brown's All-Stars and
the Talsman tootsies will square
off at 6:45 tonight in the
Fieldhouse to settle the women's
intramural basketball title. Both
clubs are undefeated, compiling 50 records.
Today also is the day to register
for intramural rifle competition.
Those who wish to practice can do
so Thursday, March 4, at the
R.0.T.C. Building. Competition
will start at 6:00 p.m. March 9.

l~TRAMURAL BASKETBALL CHAMPI?NS for 1971 are the Palmer's. Pictured here following their 81-79
victory overt.he B.S.U. are fr~m left to right; Jack Masse, Barry Holsinger, Steve Brown, Alvin Pr • Eric
Ensworth. Brurn Palmer and Jim Fowler.
· Y. ·

Best Season Since 1957,
But Wair-Till Next .Year
The knot was tied on a most
successful basketball season when
Eastern defeated the Whitman
Missionaries 89-72 Saturday night.
Randy Buss on~ again
demonstrated his outstanding
skills dumping in 29 points and
grab~ing 17 rebounds. It marked
the fifth consecutive triumph for
the Savages and left Eastern with
16-12 season mark, best since 1957.
Earlier in the week Eastern
clinched third place in the
Evergreen Conference by downing
Whitworth 82-79. The win gave
Eastern a 10-4 conference record ,
just one game in back of cochampions Central Washington
and Wes~ern Washington. ·
Head coach Jerry Krause was
pleased but not satisifed with the
season as a whole. "I think we
finally got over the biggest hurdle,
the players are now confident that
we can win against anyone. If we
could have changed two points we
would be conference champions,"
said Krause.
Krause continued, " I think the
players found you get better
satifaction out of creating than
maintaining a program. If the
returning nucleus for next year is
willing to sacrifice and work as
hard as the coaches will be in
recruiting then we'll take the last
step in our program."
Among the records compiled by
this year's team were most points
scored in one season and highest
average per game (86.0).
Darryl Harris set a school and
conference record in assists (170)
as well as proving himself as one
of the best playmakers in the
conference.
George Gamble led the
Evergreen Conference in free
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Name
Anderson, Chris
Barnett, Steve
Barnette, Duane
Buss, Randv
Gamble, Geo rge
Harris, Darryl
Hayden, Dave
Maggard, Rav
Picard, Bob
Davis, Eric
Cowan, Jim
EWSC Totals
Opp. Tctals

G
21
28
28
28
28
28
28
26
5

26
12
28
28

FGM
88
32
328 128
171
72
368 212
298 159
300 107
367 166
59
25
8
17
100
46
12
2
2138 976
2058 845
FGA

PST
.35
.41
.41
.58
.53
.35
.44
.41
.47
.46
.16
.46
.40

FTA FT
27
20
142 91
24
16
155 106
27
30
75
55
173 102
56
31
10
4
39 21
2
5
739 460
821 569

AST RH
19
42
74 244
20
27
328
44
42
87
98
168
39 302
52
13
21
5
98
29
.40
5
0
.62 516 1329
1251
.69

PCT
.74
.64
.66
.66
.90
.73
.59
.55
.40
.56

yp
86
367
159
521
345
263
438
85
20
115
6
2408
2261

AVE

.9
8.7
.7
11.7
1.5

3.2
10.7
2.0
4.2
3.8
.5
47.3
44.5

AVE

4.1
13.1
5.6
19.3
12.3
9.3
15.6
3.4
4.0
4.4
.5
86.0
80.7

·~~

SPECIAL SALES
Reg.

PANTY HOSE
"Sheer Witchery"
CHAP STICK
VISINE, 15 cc
FLAIR PENS

Sales
G..Price

$2.50

.p I • :.t!>

$ .49
$1.50
$ .49

$ .29
$ .89
$ .29

Owl Pharmacy
SECOND AND F STREETS

i.-~--MeallllC·~ , . _ ~.

SKI-ING VACATION
IN SWITZERLAND-EASTER

t l~ l!

Complete Car Servicing

Gft•v'~

Individual Buketball Stiltiatin
Final Game Total - March 1, 1971

~

fHE STUDENT STORE

U-Haul Trailers

throw shooting, 27-30, a 90 per cent provided the defensive anchor
conversion a mark, and was point and offensive stability we
second behind Randy Buss in field lacked previously.''
goal percentage with 52 per cent
Graduating seniors Steve
accuracy.
Barnett, Duane Barnette, Ray
Buss as previously mentioned Maggard, and Gamble all received
led the EvCo in field goal praise frQm Krause.
accuracy with 57 per cent
In summing up the year Krause
average, also topped the
said,
"We can't be satisified
conference in rebounding, and was
because
we didn't win the
third in scoring.
conference
or go to the nationals.
Dave Hyaden was perhaps the
most improved player on the team We f"elt we would win it this year
this season averaging 15.5 points so were one year behind schedule
per game and was second only to and we must step up our program.
''Several transfers, freshman
Buss in conference rebounding.
prospects
and transfers we hope to
Krause said of Hayden, "Dave
showed a marked improvement in ·get should put us in position to do
all phases of the game. He well nationally.''

EVER~:.,Nst~~J:!:~ENCE
Conference
All Gamea
w L w La-P~F~PA~ -1-,==~ =---:~=-=---: : - - - - --l-~ ( -~pa.i~~W-~~AJ'·. .»-1th-letu rn April 15t
rte I 'Nash. 11
~~
EXCELLENT 8x46 Marlette, 2
Dep•rt New York April 9th-Return April 17th.
2 1894
Western Wesh 11
4
16
12
2408
2261
bdrm,
partly
furn.
skirted,
8 Days Only $298.00- Round ·trip by comfortable Boeing 707 iet.
Eestern Wash 10
5 15 12 1962 1935
Lodging at ei ther the Posthote l Garni or the Moth ote l Commerau
Whltwor~h
9
Oregon Col.
6
~~~~ ~g~
Presnell'• Court, lot 8. Call
both in Chur. Twin -bedded rooms with private bath or shower and
Eastern Ore.
5
Dick 235-4292.
WC.
Southern Ore. 4 10 7 18 1729 1895
1 21 1597 2045
Ski 'Li f ts. Special Group Rates are being negotiated for Sk i Litts and
Oregon Tech 0 14

SPEEDY SERVICE - SEND ' FOR YOUR FREE l1ST

Now Handling

The Easterner

ADDIESS

w e expect to be able to offer day passes at a 50% discount.
Transfers . Klothen Airport (Zur ich)- Chu r- Gloten Ai rport with f u l l
servi ces of couriers and all porterage.
Tw in bedded room at N O EXT RA cost, plus fu ll Continental Break fast ~nd Dinner throug~out. A lso included are all Foreign and
American taxes and service charges. The pr ice also incl udes membE;r~hi.~ to the ~nglo Americ~ Associ ation for one year .
El1g1brl rty for thrs and other trips run by the Ang lo Amer ican Association are limited to students, staff, faculty and th eir immedi ate
fami ly .
MEMBERS OF THE ANGLO AMERICAN ASSOCIATION are offered
car ious charter flights from most ma jor points in t he United States
to London during the summer as w ell as Student fl ig hts w ithi n
Europe. Employment oppcrtur.:ti cs, Discounts, Car Hire Faciiities,
Hotel Finders Service, Travel Department.
For more information on Ski-Ing vacatio ns or membership please
write us at Head Office.

ANGLO-AMERICAN ASSOCIATION

...----~ ·~---------------

------------------------

60A, Pyle St.,
Newport, I.W.,
t;lampshire, England
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CAMPFIRE GIR~ will begin selling mints Sat•nlay at 11 a.m. and wlll
continue until the evening of March 20. Bonnie Miller, sixth grade at
Betz elementary school in Cheney, practices her technique with
President and Mrs. Emerson Shuck. Campfire rules prohibit selling
mints prior to the official starting time, so Bonnie only practised her
technique for The Easterner.

Letters to the Editor

(Continued from Page 2)
Epperson, Demeinhart, and Lyons
contend that it can. The quality of
a man cannot be compared to the
quality of a can or a refrigerator,
with the exception that the man be
dead and reduced to inorgani'c
compounds (as man~ Marines
undoubtedly are ). Therefore, I
submit that there is no proof to the
statement that the Marine Corps
builds fine men unless they are
first killed and decomposed and
their basic elements compared to
those of a can or refrigerator.
John Farmer

Stud Rebuffs

Editor ,
To E . Kelly:
You seem to be the victim of a
reading dynamics course that has
the motto-you can too read 1,000
words a minute and understand
none of it.
· The Cheney Stud did not state
that you are all sex machines (it
was the exact opposite). And since
when does seminars on
meaningful
heterosexual
relationships mean balling? If so,
the group psychologists have to be
the tiredest people around.
· Possibly you are the victim of
hollow-headed intellectualism, as
are many of your cohorts, and
possibly more meaningless
diatribe is needed since that is the
height of your ability to read and
understand. And possibly that is
why The Easterner can not be
more than a journal for verbal
diarrhea.
Why bother to go to never-never
land, you can watch Wanda
Wanda, Romper Room and other
appropriate shows right here on

.P

Lucky Recycles Bottles, Cans
SPOKANE- Fifteen
Lucky
Breweries' wholesale distributors
in Eastern Washington and
Northern Idaho will begin buying
back all Lucky bottles and cans
March 1, Lucky President Peter
N. T. Widdrington announced here
today.
The company is the nation' s
first brewer with a program to
recycle all the packages it
produces, he said.
Beginning March I, the
distributors will pay 25 cents for
every case of 24 Lucky bottles and
12 cents for every case of 24 Lucky
cans retruned to their warehouses.
In Eastern Washington,
distributors who will operate
Lucky bottle-and-can collection
centers are located in Colville,
Ellensburg Ephrata, Kennewick,
Okanogan, Pullman, Spokane,
Walla Walla, Wenatchee and
Yakima .
In Northern Idaho, they are
located in Coeur d' Alene, Kellogg,
Lewiston, Moscow and Sandpoint.
Bottles collected in the program
will be returned to Lucky's 114year-old Vancouver, Wash. plant
where they are cleaned, sterilized
and refilled with Lucky beer,
Widdrington said.
Lucky cans collected in the
recycling program will be
shredded and sold to mining
companies

"Special recycling cartons used
in our program themselves are
recycled between our Vancouver,
Wash., brewery and our
distributors.
"Cartons not suitable for
recycling are shredded, baled and
returned to the manufacturer for
recycling.
'' And rejected bottles are
crushed into cullet for use in
making new bottles."
Lucky pione e red bottle

recycling five months ago-and,
"following exceptional public
response," said Widdrington, "we
have rapidly exte nded our
program throughout Washington
and Western Oregon.''
The success of Lucky's
recycling project is due in large
part, Widdrington said, to
"hundreds of youth and other
organizations that · have adopted
our program as a fund-raising
vehicle."

Lakeland Village Program
Taken Advantage OJ By Coeds
Three Eastern coeds are taking
advantage of a live-in program at
Lakeland Village and six more are
scheduled to start spring quarter.
The College In-Residence
Volunteers give 15 hours of
volunteer service each week and
in exchange they receive housing
in apartments just off the campus
of the institution for the mentally
retarded and may have all their
meals at the employees dining
room .
Activities the girls assist with
include recreation, the hospital,
food service, vocational training,
home living and the volunteer
services department.

Evelyn Hossner, a senior in
child development, Cheryl
Ingram, junior in social work,
Susan Saunders, senior in
mathematics and Carol Aitken,
graduate in physical education,
are participating in the program,
now .
Margie Brickner so homore in
sociology, Carol Schuerman,
sophomore in social work, Marcia
Webb, junior in sociology,
Sharolyn Jane Slattum, senior in
recreation therapy, Vicki Juzeler,
senior in elementary social
studies and Linda Tufto,
freshman, will begin the program
spring term:

campus (and sometimes in the
classes).
P.S. The Pfiilosophy of the
Cheney Stud is not the same as
that of Don Juan!
Allen Vance
(alias Vance McFarland)

Sports Spend
Editor,
How much longer are the
students at Eastern going to let
the jock-gods on the hill dance
away their hard earned money to
the tune of $73 thousand a year?
Is it necessary to spend so much
for so few? Is there a better way
to cr.eate the esprit de corps that is
so obviously missing at Ea stern ?
In these days of cut-backs ahd
reforms I suggest we subject our
intercollegiate activity program to
one or both of these processes.
Presently " our "
team s
(football, baseball, etc. , etc.)
consist of approximately 350
participants and costing $73
thousand and making spectators
out of the rest of the student body .
Why not drop intercollegiate
sports and bolster a program that
all students can utilize:
intramurals.
program is functioni~g off of $6
thousand and is catering to 1,500
active participants. Money is
necessary for intramurals .but not
.$73 thousand. Think about it!
Sam Minnix

•

NOW AVAILABLE

FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Valley

Porsche-Audi
Exclusive
lnland,,..Empire . Dealer

AT

Valley Volkswag~n
EIOGPO

Saar•P• WA 4-6900

• Oldest "HONDA11 Dealenhl
In T.,he Northwest

METRO·GOLDWYN ·MAYER Presents
A ROBERT CHARTOFF·IRWIN WINKLER PRODUCTION OF

Parts - Accessories - Oils
SUPER SERVICE TOOi

POLARIS-SK/DOO

SNOWMOBl'LES·

"THE STRAWBERRY STATEMENT''
Stdrrins

BRUCE DAVISON • KIM DARBY Co-st,ming JAMES COCO

Screen pldy by ISRAEL HOROVITZ
Produced by !RWIN ·WINKLER dnd ROBERT CHARTOFF Dire:ctcd by STUART HAGMANN
B,scd on " Thf Str,wbtrry St,ttmtnt" by J.-,MES KUNEN
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